heat
The intense cooperative organization of behavior - to maintain precise year-round temperature
regulation of the brood comb by the bees in their hive - is a central feature that defines each
entire Apis mellifera colony as the relevant individual of the species, the superorganism. The
colony is the unit which must successfully survive and reproduce itself, the unit experiencing
selective pressures at the hand of nature.

In the heat of summer, air conditioning is provided by collection and coordinated distribution of
water over the comb surfaces and ventilation by fanner bees, generating circulation of air that
promotes evaporative cooling of the brood comb, where the larval sisterhood must be kept between
92 and 97 deg. F (33 to 36 deg. C) for proper development. Energy for this activity is supplied by
honey, since carbohydrates are the fuel source of honeybee flight muscle.
For thousands of years, humans have collected honey from the hive, first by destructive
methods and, more recently, by manipulating hives to encourage overproduction of honey,
harvesting the surplus and leaving the hive intact. ( Only much more recently, with the booming of
the human population, which has required industrialization of agriculture and massive monoculture
crop techniques, have the hard-to-duplicate pollination services of the honeybee become the prime
focus of most commercial beekeepers. )

During the cooler months and in winter, however, the true importance of honey to the bee can
be understood. Fully 2/3 of honey produced by a colony is consumed for the purpose of heating
the comb in its hive. Shivering of thoracic muscles – and the waste output of heat by rhythmic
contraction of striated muscles which power the wings for flight - is the furnace that heats the
winter cluster. As in most other hive activities, however, a complex, coordinated interaction communicated among many bees serving varied roles - is used to deliver elegant functionality.

The attached references give an idea of what is going on inside the hive as late fall turns to
winter.
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